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To be a linguist is to be misunderstood. Fortunately, as members of a group of self-selecting weirdos, as 

one of my former bosses put it, most linguists are used to being misunderstood long before they have 

the training and expertise to call themselves linguists. The title of ‘linguist’ just makes the 

misunderstanding official and gives us short-hand for a point of commiseration when we happen to find 

one of our own kind. 

 

The Kapuas River, Indonesia’s longest river at 710 miles long (1142.634 km), from overhead (the 

Hobongan River is a tributary of the Kapuas) 
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Being an outsider does have its benefits, however (but I doubt there will be a commercial to that effect, 

in contrast with American Express’ membership has its privileges campaign—outsiderness is 

pathologized and medicated and sometimes violently attacked, not appreciated). When people expect 

weirdness from a person, they are much more tolerant of and interested in that weirdness, because it 

doesn’t violate their expectations. Doing linguistics in the field is made smoother by the weirdness of 

the linguists doing the work among people to whom the linguists are a tiny minority in part because they 

are so weird that the linguists themselves can be tourist destinations for the people the linguists work 

with. By contrast, people whose expectations have been violated are downright dangerous.  

 

A dragonfly on the dashboard of a car on the way to Daqanland (Nanga Sarai is the name of the village), 

in 2014 
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So for the sake of surviving in a world of violated expectations, I’ll try to make linguists and linguistics 

seem to be a little less weird using a three-pronged approach, like Poseideon/Neptune: explaining 

what’s wrong with assumptions or expectations about linguists, what’s wrong with assumptions or 

expectations about linguistics, and some basic tidbits about the thinking that linguists do that makes 

linguistics possible, especially field linguistics. 

 

The Embaloh woman I know in Putussibau told me that these insects really hurt if they bite. Good to 

know. I harassed it enough to make it run around, but not enough to be bitten—always trying to do 

without being injured. 
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But first, a quote from Michael Krauss on the necessity of doing field linguistics: ‘we [linguists] must do 

some serious rethinking of our priorities, lest linguistics go down in history as the only science that 

presided obliviously over the disappearance of 90% of the very field to which it is dedicated’ (The 

world’s languages in crisis, Language, vol. 68, no. 1, p. 10, 1992). On the other hand, we also have to 

keep in mind the great lesson of the Minions movie: the Minions are the most destructive force in the 

universe, and they’re just trying to help. 

 

A picture of a map of indigenous languages of one province of one island in Indonesia: West Kalimantan 

(Kalimantan Barat), Borneo. It shows one hundred sixty-five languages that the Indonesian government 

recognizes as existing. That doesn’t count pockets of languages that might be out there that are not 

recognized, or dialect complications, or imported languages. One hundred sixty-five. And as far as I 

know, I’m the few linguists doing on-the-ground linguistics in the province, and I’m only there 

occasionally to work toward a linguistic description of Hobongan. Even if I succeed and don’t end up 

being a Minion, linguists could preside obliviously over the loss of more than 99% of the linguistic field in 

Borneo. 
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There are a couple of main categories of reasons for why there aren’t more linguists on the ground. 

Within the field of linguistics, theoretical work is considered more important and more worthwhile than 

language documentation. The prioritization of theory over description is inexplicable, given that theories 

should be backed up with the greatest diversity of evidence possible. But there it is. Being esoteric is 

more likely to get people hired than doing language documentation, so there are reputational and 

economic disincentives for documentation. Outside of linguistics, there are lots of interesting and 

terrible ideas about language and languages. For example, one-language-one-nation: that might work if 

it were used to argue in favor of the sovereign nations of North America or the individual nations of 

Indonesia, etc., but more often, and in every case I know of, it’s been used as an excuse for an enormous 

nation-state to destroy minority languages, and the minorities who speak them. Another example: 

multilingualism is abnormal or undesirable. In fact, having and using multiple languages, from the 

earliest ages possible, is one of the best ways for people to create and preserve cognitive function. And 

one more example: there’s a general idea that money is the only measure of worth, so linguists making 

a case for the importance of languages and the people who speak them, when there isn’t an obvious 

pecuniary profit motive, aren’t speaking the language of those who love money. 

 

A type of sphinx moth on a screen 
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But there are ways to get past bad assumptions about money, and other bad assumptions, and one of 

the most effective ways is to tell a good story. Stories are used in languages around the world, and in 

English, to teach and persuade and communicate when people won’t otherwise listen. So maybe what 

the world of linguistics needs is a good story. The story about losing all of the information contained in 

all of the languages that are dying is not enough. The story about treating members of minority groups 

according to basic principles of decency and compassion doesn’t work. Many, perhaps most, people 

don’t care about losing what they don’t know about or about what doesn’t directly benefit them. I 

watched The Magnificent Seven again recently. I think we need the Seven Samurai or the Magnificent 

Seven for languages: the Seven Linguists. They ride into town, document a language, including as many 

of the stories as possible, allowing the people to be themselves, and then get on with their lives, 

perhaps with the implication that they describe more languages for more communities. There should be 

a brilliant movie about this process and these people, both the linguists and the speakers of the 

languages being document. There could be a miniseries, even. 

I have a complex relationship with the stinky fruits. I wish I liked them, but I don’t. The ‘best’ ones smell 

like dead mice decomposing in sour gym bags. But there are milder forms, including this one, a ‘nakan’ 

in Hobongan, and I enjoyed it, even though it’s a greasy fruit. The Hobongan in Putussibau were deeply 

pleased that they had finally found a stinky fruit that I could eat. I’m hoping that if I get used to this 
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milder member of the category, maybe I can work my way up to the more intense fruits. Rachel boils the 

seeds, and then there are snacks. 

 

Back to linguistics as such. Let’s start with a big wrong assumption: linguistics is about learning lots of 

languages, or about being able to speak lots of languages. People who write federal government job 

postings make this mistake, saying that linguists are wanted for hire when what they really want are 

people who are multilingual, so an example of this misunderstanding comes from an organization that 

has assumed a top position in the US culture and thus reinforces the misunderstanding throughout the 

culture. Nevertheless, we can all do better, both with defining and understanding what linguistics is and 

with assigning government a more appropriate position in the culture. 

 

A Hobongan anti-sun hat, with typical spiral designs 
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Linguistics is analysis of language and languages, examining especially the patterns of information and 

organization of information in language and languages. It is to the study of languages what mathematics 

is to the study of natural sciences: the analysis of patterns that make everything else make sense. 

Depending on areas of expertise, some linguists do end up learning other languages or learning a lot 

about other languages. Part of the importance of doing linguistic fieldwork is that it’s probably 

impossible for any one linguist to imagine all of the logical possibilities for patterns in languages, so by 

analyzing and describing minority languages from around the world, there is more data for the overall 

study of language. A lot of claims have been made in linguistics based on data only from Indo-European 

languages, and worse, only from western European languages of the Indo-European family. That is 
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changing to some extent, but there isn’t nearly enough field work being done. Do I need to point out 

one hundred sixty-five yet again? 

 

Rachel picking enormous ticks off the dog Zorro in Putussibau 

 

 

Another wrong assumption is that linguists are obsessed with correct grammar, with correct being some 

version of the accepted standard version of a national language: what people ‘ought’ to be doing with a 

language. In fact, most linguists couldn’t care less, except that they need to make themselves clear and 

be taken seriously in cultures in which doing the language ‘right’ is a sign of having checked all of the 

expected educational and bureaucratic boxes. Linguists care much more about what people actually do 

with a language. And some linguists are doing some good thinking about what happens between these 

two approaches, the prescriptive and the descriptive, respectively. That said, there are judgments to be 

made about language and about uses and users of language, and people who cannot or refuse to 

distinguish between linguistic analysis and copyediting deserve a certain kind of judgment. 
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The parking lot up the middle of the bazaar in Putussibau 

 

Another category of wrong assumptions happens in what people think linguists do, or can do, or cannot 

do. The main wrong assumption is based on not understanding the difference between speaking a 

language and analyzing a language. We don’t expect people who analyze great literature to be able to 

write great literature, we don’t expect doctors to live forever in perfect health, and we don’t expect the 

cable guy to win an Academy Award. But for some reason, a lot of people do think that linguists have to 

speak the languages that they analyze. Quite the contrary is usually true. People who speak a language 

are usually incapable of analyzing that language, and it usually takes a lot of specialized training to work 

around that kind of blindness. 
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One of the kittens, Dragon, taking a nap in my backpack. Note the crooked, short tail—every cat I have 

ever seen in Borneo has a stunted, warped tail. 

 

 

 

 

But because language is something that reasonably intelligent people can do, and do do, there is 

another wrong assumption that arises, and that is that everyone has the expertise necessary to make 

relevant and accurate comments on language. The study of folk sociolinguistics is fascinating, but it’s 

sort of like folk physics: people do expect the world to work like it works in cartoons, despite all kinds of 

everyday life experience that should derail the cartoon physics. This is the problem. People don’t take in 

data from their own languages any more than they take in the data from how they and other things 

move. 
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A plantain squirrel (oriental squirrel, tricoloured squirrel, Callosciurus notatus) eating palm seeds outside 

my bedroom window. These squirrels have orange bellies, so this one stylishly coordinated with the 

food. 

 

 

 

 

Another wrong assumption that I run into: linguists are brilliant like mathematicians and physicists. Oh, 

wait, that’s not incorrect, any more than it’s incorrect about mathematicians or physicists. It does take a 

certain amount of brilliance to be able to manage the amount of information necessary to do the higher-

level comparative and analytical work in these fields. That said, there are a lot of linguists who make 

good livings oversimplifying the data or not trying looking at all of the data (due diligence is difficult, and 

I have all of the empathy in the world for those who have tried but have missed something) or not 

seeking out all of the data (one hundred sixty-five!). I don’t consider any of that brilliant. There are a lot 

of linguists, physicists, and mathematicians who make a living working on the tiniest little details of the 
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tiniest little portions of their fields. Maybe they’re brilliant, but with a focus so narrow, it’s hard for 

anyone outside of the room to know. 

 

A woman walking out to her rice fields to harvest them, along an old Dutch road through the area. The 

Taman women are almost exclusively responsible for everything having to do with rice: field 

preparation, planting, weeding, harvesting, processing, selling, cooking. 

 

 

There is also an assumption among some linguists who don’t pay attention to the world of languages 

but only to their tiny-little and ever-shrinking corner of that world that there are no more undescribed 

languages in the world. In part, this is an effect of ever-more-specialized training (and God bless the 

University at Buffalo for hitherto resisting this trend and training the graduate students in all of the 

major areas of linguistics, including field research and typology—the study of patterns across 

languages), but it’s also an effect of not paying attention and/or a deplorable lack of curiosity. One 

hundred sixty-five, and that’s only a tiny corner of an ever-shrinking world of undescribed languages as 

more of them are lost as we sit here and type or read. 
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What I think is a giant river frog, pre-giant (Limonectes leporinus) 

 

 

 

 

 

To the linguists’ credit, once they find out about the situation and what I do, they usually say something 

like “That’s so cool. I wish I could do that.” To which I respond: “Excellent. Let me get your contact 

information, and I’ll put you in touch with someone who can direct you to a language that needs a 

linguist.” That’s as far as we get. They can’t because: they have a family, they just got tenure, they just 

got hired and need to work toward tenure, they don’t speak the language (that’s the point!), they just 

moved, they have a dental appointment six months from now, their bus driver’s toenail is ingrown, etc. 
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Two of the kittens supervising the elicitation of written Hobongan narrative from a Hobongan speaker. 

Cats don’t make excuses. 

 

 

 

 

 

Oddly, at least to me, most people don’t ask questions about language, languages, linguistics, or 

linguists, when they have the opportunity. When I tell people I’m a linguist, they immediately jump to 

one of their wrong assumptions (Oh—I’ll have to be careful what I say), don’t express any curiosity, and 

we move on from there. What my many years of teaching taught me is that unless someone is asking, 

no one is listening (and even if someone is asking…), so why bother trying to get their trains of thought 

switched to another track? I have sometimes offered my linguistic expertise to some people working 

among some of the one-hundred-sixty-five (and others), whom I would expect to have some notion of 

what they’re taking on, but, no: only one of them has asked for my input, and the vast majority have 

expressed suspicions of my motives. (If I were offering money instead of expertise, how would these 
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discussions change?) Trying to reroute trains of thought is a waste of my time and energy, pearls before 

swine, Dunning-Kruger Effect, etc. I believe my father, trained in physics and mathematics, feels 

similarly—he spent half an hour one afternoon laughing at a video of an idiot setting up a stool to jump 

off of who then fell flat on his face when the stool moved backward away from the intended direction of 

the jump. I’m sure if my father had pointed out beforehand what would inevitably happen, the input 

would not have been welcomed. The difference is that we have one-idiot-at-a-time hurting himself, 

which is hilariously just, or millions of speakers of minority languages being oppressed and hundreds, 

maybe thousands, of languages disappearing into the unknown and unknowable, which is tragically 

unjust. 

 

A local gecko (Bronchocela cristatella). These also provide nutrition for cats, but they are most valuable 

as eaters of mosquitoes. 

 

On the rare occasion that I do get a relevant question, it is usually some version of “how is linguistics 

possible?” (Given the social consequences, parasitic insects, and jet lag, a better question would be: Hos 

is being a linguist possible?) The question is relevant, but the implied despair at the possibility of 

linguistics suggests that curiosity is not the driving force behind the question. This kind of question arises 

after seeing the data that linguists work with, so I don’t get that kind of question often. If I get ten 

seconds of talking about linguistics before people’s eyes glaze over, I’m doing well. Because I’m writing, 

not talking, I’m going to make an outline of an answer, and if readers’ eyes glaze over, at least they’ll be 

stuck on what I think are interesting pictures. 
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A picture of an orchid, Grammatophyllum speciosum, aka many things but most evocatively the tiger 

orchid. This species can make the largest orchid plants in the world, but I don’t think this one was the 

largest. Relative to what’s possible, this one was just getting started. 

 

 

 

 

The quick and easy answer is that linguistics is possible because linguists are trained to do linguistics. 

Like electrical engineers are trained in electrical engineering. Like nurses are trained to provide nursing 

care. Like tailors are taught to tailor. But this just pushes the question back, and most linguists start on 

linguistic analysis because of apparently inherent characteristics and get to the training later, so I’ll back 

up the answer. 
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A picture of a cat at the hospital in Putussibau. I was negatively impressed with the hospital, but I do 

think it’s an excellent idea to have cats and perhaps other animals in most departments of a hospital. 

Animals are good for people, even when people aren’t good for animals, and I watched this cat undergo 

some of the customary cruelty to animals. He’s a smart cat and removed himself from the situation. 

 

 

Sociolinguistics is the study of how language affects groups of people, and vice versa, from dyadic 

interactions up to and including whole cultures. Sometimes, sociolinguistics is reduced to the study only 

of dialectology, the differences in language between groups of people, but I think it’s more interesting 

to look at how dialect differences and other kinds of language differences help or hinder the negotiation 

of interpersonal interactions. In a group of people, who gets the last word, figuratively and literally? 

Who does the most or the least talking, and which of those does the group have more or less respect 

for? How do people adjust the language they speak to try to gain more power or to disappear 
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themselves? How do people use language to sort themselves into Us groups and Them groups 

(Shibboleth phenomena)?  

 

A common house design and materials in the areas along the upper Kapuas River (Kapuas Hulu). It has 

stilts to keep the house out of the mud and water, steps/ladder up into the house, a somewhat-enclosed 

porch for drying, and minimal or wood-shuttered windows. 
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Linguistic pragmatics is the study of what people don’t say: the assumptions that people have to make in 

order to make language make sense. Nobody says everything. Nobody has that kind of time or mental 

resources. But each language-culture has assumptions that are so common and so deep that it’s often 

hard to see them in operation, which makes them difficult to teach to outsiders and difficult for 

outsiders to recognize, except that outsiders all know that they seem to be missing something. But 

what? This is one area in which speakers of languages have a particularly hard time. Until these 

assumptions are pointed out, speakers don’t see them as assumptions. 

 

A typical design of a house along the Kapuas Hulu (also on stilts, roofed porch), but these people have 

more money, so they have bought concrete, paint, glass for the windows, ceramic tiles for decorating 

indoors and out, and an elevated water tank for running water indoors. I would go with screens for the 

windows to keep out mosquitoes and because it’s never cold enough to need to enclose the rooms. This 

house and the previous one don’t have salaries posted on them, but we know which of these houses is 

being used to show off income, which might or might not correlate with actual income. This is 

architectural pragmatics. 
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It's Holly’s birthday tomorrow. I hafta buy a present.  

Those two sentences could comprise a non sequitur, but for many native speakers of English, they do 

not. So what makes them work as an understood unit? Some assumptions: it’s a culture in which the 

birthday person receives gifts; Holly and I have a greater-than-acquaintance sort of relationship; I’m 

middle class, not so poor that I’m not giving a gift or making a gift, and not so rich that I have someone 

else to do my shopping; I don’t like shopping; birthdays are times to give gifts; there are relatively brief 

time constraints on birthdays and/or the giving of birthday gifts; I would rather do something else; the 

present is for Holly; etc. I assigned the between of these two sentences to a couple of sections of 

introductory linguistics students, and once they got the idea, each group came up with over forty 

assumptions that have to be made between those two sentences. 

 

I ignored an Indonesian no-trespassing sign to go take this picture. I love the no-trespassing signs—they 

always start with ‘maaf’, which is a borrowing from Arabic that basically means ‘I’m sorry.’ I’m sorry I 

don’t want you on my land. This is good pragmatic information about the Indonesian world. 
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I ran into a fun pragmatic glitch just last week, and not about anything in Indonesia. My friend Holly is 

working on learning some Russian language and culture, and she went to Russian museums and saw 

many paintings of drunken priests. What’s with all of the drunken priests? She asked. Her husband, who 

is Russian, speaks Russian, and thinks Russianly, said: “It’s Easter.” In English, that’s a non sequitur. In 

Russian, that makes perfect sense. But he had to explain it to her, and then again to me. 

Martins swooping over the Kapuas River in Putussibau 
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Pragmatics can’t just be made up, though, because it’s about assumptions that are not stated, which is 

what a lot of people, and some linguists, want to do with it. The assumptions being made leave some 

evidence in the language that is used. In the case of the two sentences about Holly’s birthday, the fact 

that they are spatially and temporally presented as a unit, and the fact that native speakers treat them 

as a unit, suggest that the sentences should be processed as a unit, so then we can go looking for what 

makes the sentences work together. 

 

A bug on star-shaped seed pods, or star-shaped seed pods with a bug. The way I choose to word things 

indicates assumptions about what I think is important or what I think will be important to an audience 

or…. Language directs attention, as Len Talmy says. 
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Linguistic discourse analysis is the study of units of language that are larger than the sentence. Thanks 

mostly to the dominance of Chomskyan syntax for a long time in linguistics (as Robert van Valin has 

noted, Chomsky’s the 400-pound silver-back gorilla in the field—regardless of what you think of him, 

you have to deal with him), a lot of linguists never work past the sentence, but language doesn’t happen 

in sentences, it happens in cultures, and those are much bigger than sentences (I’m not a Chomskyan 

linguist). Linguistic discourse analysis interacts with pragmatics because the sentences or phrases or 

clauses that comprise the discourses have to hold together in some way. For example, in Hobongan 

discourse, locations and navigations between locations provide the essential information that make 

discourses units of language. Once there’s a new location, there’s a new unit of discourse. If it’s not 

located somewhere, it’s all a bunch of non sequiturs, so even philosophical discourses have to be given a 

location. 

 

Ants on plants: I still need that book on entomology in Borneo, and also the botany book 
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It’s important to distinguish between linguistic discourse analysis and political discourse analysis a la 

that French guy, Michel Foucault. Language does affect power structures in societies—‘he’ is not a 

gender-neutral pronoun, no matter how many times we are told that it is or should be. People imagine a 

human male when ‘he’ is used, which directs everyone’s attention to masculinity, not to neutrality, and 

this attention affects the whole thinking about whatever the topic is (there’s a recent book out about 

this in the medical field: Doing Harm: The Truth about how Bad Medicine and Lazy Science Leave Women 

Dismissed, Misdiagnosed, and Sick—I haven’t read it yet, but the blurbs look outstanding). But language 

is not determinative of power structures in societies. Having a truly gender-neutral pronoun does not 

make for social equality, and lacking one does not make for greater social inequality. So linguists have to 

stay focused on the language and be very careful about claims of what language does to people. 

 

An orchid on the ground, rather than in a tree 
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The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis (S-WH) is the idea that language not only affects what people think about but 

determines what people are able to think and think about by determining what thoughts are available to 

be thunk. (If you don’t think thunk’s a word, go back to the page on wrong assumptions about what 

linguists care about.) Most linguists would agree that language affects thinking (Talmy’s language-directs-

attention material), and vice versa (Dan Slobin has some nice experimental material on what he calls 

thinking-for-speaking), but saying that languages determine what can be thunk is too much (and even 

Edward Sapir and Benjamin Whorf never went that far), which is the main linguistic objection to political 

discourse analysis. Most people do learn more than one language, translation is possible if not perfect, 

and as an exercise in keeping my linguistic muscles in shape, I sometimes spend time in the car deliberately 

coming up with thoughts I can think for which there is no convenient expression in English. Despite all of 

this evidence against the strong view of the S-WH, it comes around again in some form every other decade 

or so. Lately, it’s the neo-S-WH, and it’s more about language determining culture, a la that French guy, 

Michel Foucault. 

 

Red bugs. What’s not to love about casual entomology in Borneo? Well, yes, the mosquitoes. 
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I’m taking a short break from linguistics to comment on this picture. This is the sort of thing that zoning 

laws should be used to prevent: putting a mosque right next to the hospital, where the repose of people 

for whom getting adequate rest can be a life-or-death matter is disturbed before dawn and four more 

times during the day and into the evening for a very loud and lengthy call to prayer. When I was in 

Tunisia, I had no idea that the calls to prayer took so long, but they stretch on for up to twenty minutes. 

Also, the drainage around the hospital is generally good, which is helpful because malaria is common. 

The driveway isn’t finished yet, so puddles, but I expect the driveway to be finished soon-ishly. I also 

learned why the WHO and health organizations everywhere think that malaria risk is generally low in 

this kind of city, despite its commonness. The disease isn’t diagnosed, or is misdiagnosed and not 

treated. So the official reports on which WHO, etc., recommendations are based are inaccurate. Glad I 

insisted on getting malaria prophylaxis based on my observations, and not the official reports and 

recommendations. 
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Because: mosquitoes. This was a picture from 2015, not 2019, but it’s all about the same. And the 

general advice for avoiding malaria in places of the world where the malaria risk is ‘low’ (now we know 

what’s happening with that) is to avoid getting bitten. This is me using all of the usual recommended 

strategies to avoid getting bitten: sleeping in a screened-in room, covering up with clothing, applying 

DEET. I’ve been bitten through permethrin-treated screens, through freshly-applied DEET, and through 

three layers of clothing. The come-back, from those tasked with providing health advice to travelers? 

Wear thicker clothing. Maaf, but winter parkas and snow pants and mukluks are just not responsible 

items of clothing in the tropics. I think three layers is too much clothing. For that matter, any clothing is 

too much. There are excellent reasons why the indigenous people of equatorial rainforests used to run 

around nearly naked. I don’t know how the religious folk managed to convince them to do otherwise. 

 

I’m delicious. Nalgene water bottles can survive nearly anything. And the zippers on brand-name Zip-Loc 

bags last longer than any generics, so I can wash and reuse the bags. I wasn’t overly impressed with Teva 

sandals—I’ve had several pairs of generic such shoes that I have preferred.  
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Semantics is the study of meaning, usually at the word (lexical semantics) or sentence level (formal 

semantics). I prefer lexical semantics, partly out of training and partly because I think that once we get 

the lexical semantics and syntax nailed down, the sentential semantics drips off the end of those. Plus, I 

think that formal semantics is one of those domains where oversimplification is not only accepted but 

encouraged. Formal semanticists study language by formalizing it into logical formulae with propositions 

and operators. I do believe that language is logic (but not all uses of language are logical), but the 

problem is that language is always reduced to whatever logicians have come up with, often decades in 

the past, rather than enhancing logic by showing what’s possible in language. Lexical semanticists look 

at what conditions need to be met in order for certain words to be used where and as they are: when to 

use ‘pry’ or ‘peel’ or ‘pop’, for example, when we need to take a blackboard off a wall. 

 

Rainforest next to a clearing. I have a hard time taking pictures of the rainforest from within the 

rainforest. Something has to be cleared in order to make room to take a picture. 
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Syntax is the study of how acceptable sentences (sentences that people actually use) are constructed. 

Adjectives precede nouns in English, except when we have calques from French (attorney general). 

Objects generally follow verbs in English, except when we’re messing with topic-focus constructions: 

What we really need is a small army of field linguists. Subjects generally precede verbs in English, except 

when we’re asking questions: Are they all screaming for ice cream? (Yes—literally.) That sort of thing. 

 

The mountains toward Malaysia, from the main road into Putussibau from the east. That main road is 

going to be THE main road. The Indonesian government is funding a paved road all the way across 

Borneo, west-east, including chicken sacrifices for the opening of new sections of the road, when the 

road workers insist. If this project succeeds, that would be the road trip to take, by motor-scooter, of 

course. 
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Morphology is the study of how words (word + plural -s = words: inflectional morphology) are 

constructed (con- prefix meaning with, + -struct- root about building/structuring, + past-participle -ed 

suffix = constructed: some inflectional, some derivational morphology). So when languages, like many of 

the indigenous North American languages, have sentence-words, the syntax and morphology get to be 

more fun than they are in English. And when languages, like Hungarian (eighteen-ish nominal cases, 

depending on who’s counting, and about half of the cases irregular), have lots of inflectional 

morphology, there is usually flexible sentence structure. When there is not much inflectional 

morphology, as in English, there is relatively fixed word order. Speakers of languages are usually pretty 

good as morphology and syntax, at least at the level of recognizing acceptable sentences and inflectional 

morphology. They fall apart on derivational. 

 

Mildew on my backpack. The pack had started out relatively dry (as dry as anything ever is in the 

rainforest) and left in a relatively dry room (as dry as anyplace ever is in the rainforest), away from walls 

and furniture so that the air could circulate around it (helped with the two fans that I had blowing while 

I was in the room). I have seen some impressive fungal infections on people and animals, too. 
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Phonology is the study of the sound systems in languages. This is all cognitive, not something that we 

can hear. Nobody hears phonology, even though it’s sort of about sound. Phonology is the study of 

people’s ideas about sounds in their languages. English speakers usually believe there is one ‘t’ in words 

like ‘train,’ ‘cat’, ‘writer’, ‘top’, and ‘stop’, and the orthography reflects that, but there are at least five 

different sounds. Phonology deals with the one and with how the five emerge from the one. Mandarin 

speakers believe that they have high, low, and mid-tones, and another one, but each of these tones is 

identified by its contour, not its pitch. Phonology deals mostly with the four tones-conceptualized-as-

pitches. We can’t measure phonology in an acoustics laboratory. Phonology also deals with syllable 

structures that are acceptable and unacceptable in any given language, and with intonation patterns as 

patterns, not as particular instantiations. 

 

On this morning, I had overseen the divvying up of two whole eggs, mixed with write rice, to the four 

kittens, the dog, and the neighbor’s puppy. This was an unprecedented wealth of animal protein in a 

part of the world where people try to maintain carnivores, and themselves, on white rice. This is why 

the carnivores also catch and eat bugs and lizards, and maybe mice, which is why people keep the 

animals around, but I’ve never seen any of the animals catch a mouse. The Hobongan kids told me that 

the kittens were expressing gratitude. I think they zonked out after part of an actual meal. Maybe both. 

Or neither. Photo credit: one of the Hobongan students, who won’t be named for privacy reasons. 
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Speakers of languages usually have very clear and mostly accurate ideas about what’s going on in the 

phonologies of their languages, but they fall apart completely on phonetics, which is the study of the 

sounds that are actually produced in languages (did you know there were at least five distinct ‘t’ 

sounds?). There are different branches of phonetics, depending on whether we want to look at what a 

speaker actually says, or what a hearer or actually hears, or what a brain actually processes. 

Phoneticians distinguish the five ‘t’ sounds in English, and maybe more, depending on how fine-grained 

the analysis needs to be. Phoneticians look at the contours of Mandarin tones and compare how much 

variation is tolerated while people still interpret the tones as intended by a speaker. Phoneticians look at 

the ways in which adjacent sounds affect the productions of other sounds (coarticulation). It turns out 

that we don’t actually need consonants to understand speech, just the effects that consonants have on 

the vowels around them. Phoneticians do have laboratories. 

 

A huge cicada on an umbrella. Shortly after this, the bug started zipping around maniacally, which 

caught the dog’s attention, which was ultimately the end of this bug. Probably more protein than an 

egg. 
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There’s also diachronic linguistics, the study of how languages change over time, and computational 

linguistics, which is trying to get computers to do various language tasks, and neurolinguistics, and 

lavender linguistics, and so on, but the ones already covered are the major components of the field. So 

there’s a general orientation, but what does a linguist do when she wants to collect and analyze a 

language? And what if, especially, she has not been as fortunate in her friends as I have, with a friend 

who speaks one of these undescribed minority languages and has done some of her own collection and 

analysis and has provided some of her materials to me to help with my project? 

 

A spider with almost a shell on her back. Note also that the mission home is showing off some incredible 

wealth, with concrete, paint, a water tank (multiple water tanks), and not visible in this picture—ceramic 

tile. 
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The first step is to listen. Linguistic analysis begins with systematic listening (taking in information, being 

curious—listening is not just about hearing). Understanding is not the starting point, which many people 

think is essential. I went to the new Seneca (Onödowá’ga: or Onötowá’ka:)-Iroquois National Museum 

recently, and I recommend it. While I was there, I had a chance to interact with the man in charge of the 

gift shop, who has been learning Seneca. Only about one hundred native speakers of Seneca remain, 

and they are elderly. There are programs in place now to provide some education in Seneca, both for 

children and adults, but it remains the case that few, if any, children are learning Seneca from their 

parents—the parents are needing to learn Seneca. So I listened to Seneca. I don’t understand Seneca, 

but the speaker has some good linguistic instincts and spoke clearly and told me about some 

morphology. But I wasn’t being systematic about listening, just having a conversation in which I did as 

little talking as possible. It was a place to start. 

 

A highway of ants, at least two lanes in each direction 
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Being systematic about collecting data via listening is called elicitation. That’s what linguists do when 

they want to collect a language. It’s not as difficult as people imagine it to be, at least for phonetics, 

phonology, morphology, and syntax. If we want to go beyond the sentence, things get trickier, because 

then we need to understand more of and possibly speak the language. The main trick there is 

memorizing thousands of words and/or morphemes. 

 

A spikey cricket/grasshopper/katydid: I haven’t even found other pictures of this kind of insect. 
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Early on in the process, linguistic training comes in handy in two main areas: techniques for elicitation 

and typology. I know how to acquire information and what kinds of patterns to expect in that 

information so that I can think about what information is available and what information is not available 

so that I can try with more elicitation to fill in gaps or to find different information. Sometimes, people 

want to explain their language to me. I always take in that information, but I also have to remember that 

people are not good at understanding certain aspects of their own languages, so I have to sort out what 

they think they’re doing from what they’re doing. 

 

Another picture of the rainforest, with a stereotypical Tarzan vine, not strongly attached 
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A good question would be: how to indicate to people with whom I do not share a language what I would 

like to know about? Everyone, and I do mean everyone (who’s functioning well), has a way to point. 

Even my cockatiels and cats have been able to point and have understood pointing (one of the main 

symptoms of autism is an inability to use and understand pointing). It doesn’t take much observation to 

figure out what the gesture is, and then the gesture can be used. This means that elicitation starts with 

nouns, or nominal-type information. If I point to a cup, people will provide the expression for ‘cup’, not 

for the color of the cup, or the shape of the cup, or the location of the cup, or the use of the cup. 

Counselor Troi from Star Trek the Next Generation gives an accurate introduction to this phenomenon in 

the 50th episode, The Ensigns of Command (season 3, episode 2). Pointing gestures, whatever they are, 

indicate and elicit nominal information, throughout the known universe. 

 

A flower that doesn’t look like an orchid but was thickly petaled like an orchid 
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To find out about descriptive information, I need at least two cups, in different colors or shapes or sizes. 

Then the pointing gesture elicits a longer phrase or expression. To find out about locations, I put the 

cups in different places: under the table, on the book, etc., keeping in mind that people might say the 

book is under the cup (but probably won’t—Len Talmy has some interesting work on figure-ground 

relationships in various languages). To find out about actions, I drink or imitate drinking from the cup. 

And voila! I have most of the major categories of information in a language, with some syntactic 

structures included, and a good start on hearing the sounds available in the language. 

 

An insect nest hung amid some feral rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis) 
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Fairly early on in the process, most native speakers recognize something of what’s happening and start 

spewing forth information much more quickly than it can be recorded or organized. This is helpful in 

hearing more sounds, but I can’t listen that quickly, and then I have to go back and be more systematic 

and slow. At this point, some of them decide that I am an idiot and there’s no hope for me or get bored 

with the pace and the process. But most of them catch on to a workable pace and take it from there, 

introducing structures and vocabulary that I might not be able to parse yet but that make sense in the 

context. Then I’m not the only one gesturing and acting and moving and finding more stuff, and the 

process becomes more relevant to the ways in which native speakers think about their world and their 

language, which is also useful information when working toward a language description. 

 

Translucent fungus 
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This is a time-consuming process, or should be. Many descriptions are researched and then written in a 

matter of months for each of those activities, and maybe if people have time, writing quickly works, but 

eliciting quickly does not. When elicitation is rushed, less common phenomena are missed, not enough 

speakers are consulted (languages differ across each person, a phenomenon known as idiolect: each of 

us speaks a slightly different language, even when we share a language), material is oversimplified, and 

the links between language, culture, and thought are glossed over. Also, such descriptions often include 

only sound-system, morphology, and syntax. The bigger units of language, like conversations and stories 

take longer to collect and analyze, and as noted, syntax has often been seen as the height of linguistic 

possibility. But—if linguists are being really descriptive of a language, stories and conversations would 

be a much bigger piece of the description, because that’s what people use. People very rarely overtly 

discuss the sound, word, and sentence structures of their languages. 

 

Orange cup fungi, genus Pezizomycetes 
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It’s also time-consuming for the native speakers who are helping out. Why would they care? Some don’t, 

but most people are willing to help because they like talking about their language, and they like that 

somebody who is not them is interested in something that is so much a part of who they are. Some 

native speakers have been paid for their efforts in various ways: money, clothing, gasoline. I don’t pay in 

any of the usual ways, so the people who work with me do so for their own entertainment. And it is 

entertaining: whole groups of people have collected from time to time to see what stupidly obvious 

phenomenon I’ll be asking about today (they’re interested in what I’m doing in some parallel ways to my 

interest in what they’re doing), and they also enjoy the opportunity to discuss the language phenomena. 

Sometimes, they disagree with one another and insist that I write down more than one option, and 

sometimes they discuss until they reach a consensus, and sometimes they explain that one group uses a 

certain expression or pronunciation and that another group does something else, and sociolinguistics 

starts coming into the material. 

 

A red grasshawk dragonfly (Neurothemis fluctuans) 
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In working with native speakers, it’s also important to pay attention to the speakers. Some people just 

don’t work well in linguistics—linguists are self-selecting weirdos, which pragmatically indicates that 

they are a statistical anomaly. But every once in a while, one meets a naturally occurring linguist, and 

that’s terrific good fun all around. While I was doing some consulting for Daqan, I met one. The native 

speaker was insisting that there are ‘h’ phonemes on the ends of some words, and the person who was 

working toward a translation of the Bible was insisting that there were not, because he couldn’t hear an 

‘h’ (we could have reviewed the fact that no one hears phonemes, but that’s a theoretical point that a 

lot of people are never clear on). So I thought maybe we could bring the ‘h’ out of hiding (I was assuming 

that the native speaker knew the phonology)—let’s slap a suffix that starts with a vowel on one of those 

words and see what happens. Tada! An ‘h’. It’s a liaison phenomenon. The native speaker was absolutely 

right, but until I demonstrated a strategy for proving his instincts and making his point, he was stuck in a 

pointless discussion. The naturally occurring linguist watched his ‘h’ pop out, and I watched his face as 

the equivalent of several years of linguistic training suddenly fell into place in his mind. He could take it 

from there. But the people working with the Daqan are not working with him. Hmm. 

 

A dragonfly—I found another picture of this kind of dragonfly, but the person who took that picture was 

also trying to find out what species they are. Maybe a Brachydiplax chalybea. 
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Even though I can’t pay in the usual ways, I do think that people should be compensated in some way 

that works for all of us, even if only in entertainment value. On the most recent field visit, compensation 

meant braiding hair, introducing Hang Man (they loved that game and started thinking about syllable 

structures, which is one of those bits of language that people rarely think about), and printing a book of 

the stories that were written (while the cats were supervising). Sometimes it’s a question about who is 

benefitting whom: they were having so much fun with the stories, games, and braids that they thought 

they should be doing something nice for me in exchange. Not necessary: I’m getting a pile of larger-

than-sentence language, which is what I wanted. 

 

A juvenile grasshawk of genus Neurothemis, maybe like the red one—these turn red as full adults, so 

that makes me think this might be like the previous one, but there are other species of red odonata, so 

I’m not sure. While I’m here, I’ll note that the blog from A Wandering Naturalist is really cool: great 

pictures, clear descriptions, honesty about what information is available and what is not. 
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I had brought some glow-in-the-dark astronomy bits, thinking that those might be fun. Life moves 

quickly among the Hobongan, so I’m never sure what they’re going to be into when I go back after years 

away. They have smart phones and text now, but the glow-in-the-dark toys were the first they’d seen of 

those. The power went out one evening, as it commonly does during the rainy season—a perfect 

opportunity to present the stars and moons. They were a huge hit. 
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One of the things that I did in exchange for collecting lots of language was to provide art supplies for an 

evening of creativity. I especially like the flying turtle. 
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It was also fun to make up stories for some of the paintings. This painting depicts a guy on a motor 

scooter going very, very fast. 
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Most popular were the mazes. The teenagers I was working with agreed to keep writing stories in 

exchange for mazes. I spent hours and hours drawing mazes, but I couldn’t keep up, so we had to make 

copies. Mazes are fun, but I had no idea they would be that much fun. The teenagers had never had 

mazes. In the US, mazes are everywhere: in magazines in waiting rooms, on placemats at restaurants, on 

the backs of cereal boxes, in activity books and programs. Mazes are useful for hand-eye coordination, 

fine-motor control, problem-solving, persistence: physical, cognitive, and emotional development. But 

Borneo is not saturated with mazes. And drawing mazes is one of those things that I learned to do as a 

pre-teen that seemed useless, then and most of the time. Maze-drawing certainly wasn’t covered in any 

of my linguistics courses. But the mazes kept the language flowing on this excursion. Anything to keep 

the language flowing. 

 

This was the cover maze for the printed books of stories. 
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The mazes-for-stories deal wasn’t difficult to make, because the writers enjoyed writing the stories, too. 

The Indonesian school system emphasizes finding the right answer and copying it, which put a dent into 

what Rachel was trying to teach the teens about cheating—not much difference between copying from 

a textbook and copying from a neighbor. And as for children anywhere, there is generally little interest 

in hearing their material from their perspective. In addition, Rachel has not had time to do any literacy-

for-writing training, although she has taught a lot of people to read. What’s the worst that can happen? 

Let’s just ask. 

 

The Kapuas River, with the equatorial sun reduced to a white splotch 
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The writers, who had never written their own material previously, took off. It’s a massive transition to 

make between speaking and writing. The first attempts were short, with some inconsistencies in where 

word boundaries are, how spelling happens, and where sentence breaks go. They discussed, asked 

questions, and made relevant decisions. They each did their own work, not copying from books or other 

writers. Many of their stories have characteristics of oral literature, as would be expected. Theirs was 

some of the first writing done in Hobongan by native speakers of Hobongan. Other written material has 

been produced by Rachel and other missionaries. I was glad that we caught them before Rachel had had 

a chance to teach them to write. She would have taught them what she knows about writing in English, 

because nothing was known about writing in Hobongan. Now we know what happens in Hobongan 

writing, and if writing classes come about, the content can be tailored to people’s ideas about what 

works for writing in Hobongan. 

 

A large black beetle on what I was told was a sugar palm (Arenga engleri) 
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Back to linguistic description in general, not this trip’s piece of the puzzle in particular: organizing the 

information is also important. I mostly scribble and record as I go, then sort things out later, although if 

I’m in charge of stuff, like cups and tables, I can use them and introduce them into the discussion as I 

like, so that I can organize information as I go. But field research is more complicated than that, and part 

of the fun is in seeing what comes up when and from whom and how (I didn’t see the writing or the 

mazes coming). 

 

Another cricket/grasshopper/katydid, this time on a lemon tree 
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Flexibility is an aspect of field research that was not discussed when I was in that series of courses. 

When trained in field methods, the courses were task-focused, slow-moving, and linear. None of that 

consistently happens in the field. I make it a point to say yes to any linguistic and cultural information 

that comes in, including working with speakers of other languages.  

 

A Taman woman putting rice out to dry next to the road 
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I haven’t done much with Taman, which is the most-spoken indigenous language in and around 

Putussibau. But I went out for a walk and took pictures of longhouses, watched rice processing, and 

generally kept my eyes and ears open.  

 

Part of a Taman longhouse—each house is a residence for a community, for everyone in the community. 

Nowadays, there are some private houses, too, but it used to be that when the long houses were full or 

expanded as far as they could be, whoever couldn’t fit in the longhouse left and made a new longhouse. 
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I did some linguistic consulting for someone who was working on Taman (she has since retired). There 

was a question about whether vowel length was phonemic in Taman. When looking at whether a 

phenomenon is phonemic, linguists look first for minimal pairs, which are words or expressions that 

differ only in one sound: ‘bats’ and ‘cats’ are different words labeling different animals, so the ‘b’ and 

the ‘k’ sounds are phonemic in English. On the other hand, if someone pronounces a ‘take’ ‘t’ in ‘kitty’, 

the word kitty will still designate a kitty and be understood, but we’ll think that maybe the speaker isn’t 

from around here. Those different ‘t’s are not phonemic in English. There are also other strategies for 

identifying phonemes, but if minimal pairs exist, they’re the easiest and most irrefragable proof of 

phonemic status. This sign ended up being a crucial piece of the evidence in proving that long vowels are 

phonemic in Taman. The ‘soo’ is the Taman word for ‘longhouse.’ There is another word, ‘so’, 

pronounced with a short vowel, that means something other than ‘longhouse’. Unfortunately, the fact 

that this distinction was missed for more than three decades by various people who have worked with 

Taman means that all of the material that has been produced in Taman will require significant 

correction. The linguist did in under two minutes what non-linguists did not achieve in over thirty years. 

Should have consulted the linguist sooner. Too bad I get paid by the hour, and not usually paid at all for 

linguistic consulting. 
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The phonemes were easy. Other aspects of Taman language and culture are not so easy. Why do the 

main ladders up into the longhouses each have a head carved on them? People used to give offerings to 

the being-of-the-head when entering the longhouse. That practice seems to have ended, for the most 

part, and I haven’t yet found anyone who can explain who the head belongs to or why that being used 

to receive offerings. 
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Are these faces representative of beings we should know about? Or just fun designs to help to make the 

longhouse yard look nice? If we should recognize these beings, what are their stories? 
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I also say yes to activities that aren’t particularly linguistic, like taking pictures of arthropods or releasing 

snakes. This unfortunate boa constrictor had been kept by a couple of US missionaries, and when they 

left, if not before, they did not make adequate arrangements for their snakes’ care and feeding. 

Dumping snakes on people who don’t like snakes, don’t want the snakes, and don’t know how to take 

care of snakes is not providing for the snakes. This one had been living in a container smaller than a 

cookie sheet and less than four inches deep, in a dark room, on wet newspaper, in his or her own filth, 

and without eating for nearly four months when I arrived. Unacceptable. Missionaries like this should 

not be supported. They should be treated the way they treat their animals. The two other snakes had 

already died. I kidnapped the snake—not hard to do when the people keeping the snake didn’t want the 

animal—and used a leaf to rub the crud off the skin. The snake perked up enough to slither away. I have 

doubts that there was enough perk to hunt, but at least the snake could die in the warm sun, or under a 

log, or at least out of the box. 
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I also fed another snake who had been abandoned for a month in a building that is only intermittently 

occupied and not usually by people who want to feed snakes. That one was giving me the reptilian 

equivalent of puppy-dog eyes, so I fed him, using techniques that I learned about at Reptiland in 

Allenwood, Pennsylvania, another place that I highly recommend. I also redecorated his enclosure. I 

don’t believe that any animal needs to be or should be kept in a cage with nothing to do. But there are 

many things to be upset about, so I released a snake, fed another one, tried to encourage the firing of 

abusive people, and got out and about for other activities, like looking at houseboats on the Kapuas. A 

couple of different styles in this picture.  
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And then back to non-linguistic life, which really puts a dent into writing the description. I have the 

material I need to write the description, but I don’t have the time and energy. Gotta get to work, paid 

work. So after a long, napless day, I’m sitting here writing about linguistics, rather than writing 

linguistics, because I don’t have enough cognitive capacity left to do the heavy lifting. Maybe tomorrow. 

But one hundred sixty-five. Gotta get to work, the unpaid work, too. 

 

A butterfly at one of the Kapuas docks 

 

 

 


